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- Maria Wright - Roshan Perera They are responsive and flexible to attend the inspection time - Anderson Peter Was very pleased with the APBI service. I called them a week before handing over. Manisha from the reception explained the process of completion inspection. They were very flexible with the appointment date and time. David was our inspector,
he arrived on time and the report was sent to us within a few hours, although it usually takes 24 hours. The report stated all the errors in detail with images as well. Recommend APBI. Thanks Zainab :-) - zee sal Good and detailed report. Professional and helpful - Chin Veiming Had to move quickly on a property and was able to organize a pre-purchase
inspection and was able to have it done within 48 hours. The report has images and is easy to follow. Would use again - Chris McDonnell - Maree Busuttil Used services for Pest and structural inspection. It was time, professionally done, well communicated. - Balasankar K Used APBI for some pre-purchase building and inspection, they were very quick with
appointment order. The inspector was also helpful in reviewing the report after the inspection + any recommended solution. - Ally Low - Tammy Le APBI completed a building and pest inspection for us on a potential purchase. They were recommended to us and were praised well, so we engaged them. I was very impressed with the time and details of the
report. I even called the representative for a few questions that they were more than happy to help deepen the report elements. Would recommend their inspection services to family and friends. - Michael Sullivan David was friendly and extremely thorough with his inspection. He had a good knowledge of the Australian building standards, and he took the time
to explain problems to us in a clear and concise way. - Jason Grealy Inspection planning is too fast, they are too responsive. I give them 4-star because, during my last inspection, inspector fails to notice any elements that we have to deal with the builder. Overall, his good experience! - Amit Patel - yanwc We had a great experience with APBI, they were quick
to book us at short notice, provided valuable and honest assessment of our property and was good value for money. Thank you - Emma &amp; Tom Battye-Cockburn I contacted APBI as I needed a building and inspection completed asap. They were able to accommodate me within a couple of days and I had the full report the next day. Very detailed and
thorough. Would definitely recommend them to anyone looking for a pre purchase inspection. - Lisa Thomas They are responsive and flexible to attend the inspection time, but I am not satisfied with the detail report they are preparing. They use system-generated report with pre-populated Yes/No kind of questionnaire along with the standard clause of APBI
and images taken during inspection, but there are no technical details about the error or recommendation according to VBA guidelines for to fix it. It doesn't add much value. I would recommend APBI to provide more description according to VBA code that can help the builder to understand technical requirements and knowledge. - Rachit Patel This was my
first time buying a property and I was glad I went with APBI. They were affordable, and the service was fast and professional. They contacted the agent to confirm a time and did a thorough inspection of the property! Would recommend - it was a very simple process! - Gab Cincotta - Srujan Gudisa Very responsive and quick turn on the building and inspection
report. Ispectory available on the phone to discuss all issues identified after inspection. - Suyog Ramesh - Santosh Nayak Well worth peace of mind! Small forward costs can save you thousands in the future. - Terry Rowan Engaged APBI recently. Very professional, ontime through time through tenure. Exhaustive reports and high attention to the details.
Highly recommended. - rajesh deez So far is a good experience with the help of APBI. They gave quick answers to the inquiries and they did inspection and reports in a timely manner. The inspector is easy to contact. They also gave a very good price! - Windy Lie I needed an urgent Building Inspection for the purchase that I did. I contacted the APBI team
and explained my circumstances, they organized an inspection even earlier than what they first promised me and the report was ready and sent to me right away. - Sanaz Shahbazi Very detailed and thorough report. Thank you for your business, much appreciated. - Nghiem Pham I had a building inspection completed by APBI in February 2020. I had to
reschedult at the last minute and the team was very understanding and easy to communicate with. The inspector showed up on time and was very respectful. He completed a very detailed report and was available for a follow-up phone call that was very useful. I would definitely recommend this service. - Grace Monks Decent value, quickly turning before
auction inspection. Good communication with real estate agents. Perhaps not so much detail in the hard-to-reach areas of the house as I would like, such as stumps under the house. Also I think they missed some water damage in the garage roof, but nothing big. - Peter Roufaeil - le tung We would strongly recommend APBI as they were quick and very
useful in providing feedback and guidance even during the actual inspection. - Elaine de Vos This company was easy to talk to and organize an appointment, and everything was absolutely quickly would definitely use them again and recommend them - Zoe Langley Good experience , professional and through report. Processed the company a few times and
very easy to handle. Have referred customers to them for reports as needed. - Gavin Da Gama I had some last minute properties to inspect before buying our first home. Not only did the team receive us quickly the report was complete also within a short time. inspection looked at things we did not even consider and we actually did not buy a property based
on the structural problem that could not be seen by everyday people like us. Thank you for saving us a ton! - Amy Lange - G Singh As first home buyers, the nerve-wracking of going through you first is building without experience or knowing how. Im very happy I've found APBI also through the recommendation of a former customer. David the representative
was very useful even after the inspection for some follow-up query. Absolutely recommend everyone to get your own private inspector when building, this is for your own peace of mind. Thanks APBI - Ian One - Alicia-Lee Arnold - Mahantesh Belagali I used ABPI for inspection for construction and termite, I received reports for both on time and staff were
asked to book time and meet my needs. I contacted both inspectors later to follow up and ask questions, and they were both professional and helpful. I recommend APBI for the next inspection you may have. - Amid Soleimani Yazdi We rented Australian property and building inspections before attending an auction of a house that needed major renovations.
Australian property and building inspections were so useful from the moment I called to send an employee out within a couple of days. The report was immediately sent to my email a day after the inspection and was extremely thoroughly breaking down every part of the house that really put my mind at ease when attending the auction. Would not hesitate to
contact for my next building inspection as very professional and efficient service Thank you! - Sarah Burke I had one and build inspection with APBI. Very pleased with their service. The report was quite finished and we will present. Recently referred them to my friend. That went well again. Highly recommended. - Harpreet Deol I think you get what you pay
for. This company provided a thorough inspection and we were able to proceed with the property purchase. Very reassuring to have such a good inspection service. - York Rose Cards Our experience was amazing with Company.they were quick with the report and it was very detailed. Also they put a direct contact with the agent to schedule an inspection ...
exactly the kind of experience that we were hoping for. - Ashwini Rajeshirke Great company to handle. Good communication. - Sasa Smitran Easy to handle. Very fast and professional. Highly recommended. - Don Pepot Building inspection report documented problems I had already identified without giving cause for the errors. In other words, I could have
written the report myself without paying the $500+ price tag. Gave the report to my housebuilder who basically laughed in my face. Beware what you ask for and pay for, as this was just a waste of money. - Shane P I need a pre-purchase building and inspection report done quickly and APBI handled the process incredibly. The report was very detailed and
professional. Good value for money. Will definitely use Again. - Long Nguyen I reached out to Greg and he was very useful. The response time was fast and Greg kept it simple. Highly recommended! - Chanh Nguyen Nguyen
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